FICTIONAL TEACHERS!

Richard Dreyfuss played the lead in Mr. Holland's __
Miss __ was the only person who listened to Matilda
Ben ___ was the economics teacher in Ferris Bueller's Day Off
Mr. Feeney taught in Boy Meets __
Drew Barrymore flirted with teacher Sam Coulson in Never Been __
Gabe Kaplan's character taught the Sweathogs in Welcome Back, ___
Mr. __ teaches The Karate Kid self-control and karate
Jack Black's character Dewey Finn posed as a teacher in __ of Rock
Professor Charles ___ taught at his School for Gifted Youngsters
Sean ___ played Mr. Forrester in Finding Forrester
Hilary Swank starred as a racism-fighting teacher in __ Writers
Henry "__" Jones and his father both taught archeology
Ms. Vaughn was Adam Sandler's teacher in Billy __
Principal Skinner and Mrs. Krabappel teach Bart and Lisa ___
Ichabod Crane taught in Sleepy Hollow, before the ___ horseman arrived
Dumbledore, Snape, and McGonagall teach at ___
Robin ___ played John Keating in Dead Poets Society
Billy Bob Thornton played a hard-nosed gym teacher in Mr. ___
Miss Bliss and Mr. Belding were from Saved ___ __
Walter White of Breaking Bad taught high school ___ for a while
Michelle Pfeiffer plays a retired Marine teaching English in __ Minds
Mr. Hand taught in ___ at Ridgemont High
Tina Fey's character Ms. Norbury teaches math in ___
Ms. Frizzle's class went on amazing adventures on The Magic ___
Mr. Garrison teaches the kids in ___
Captain John Miller from Saving ___ was a teacher before the war
Mrs. Puff teaches boating to SpongeBob ___ in Bikini Bottom
Yoda: "Do, or do not, ____________"

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

_______

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

_______
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